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ALGEBRAIC INVARIANTS OF PROJECTIVE MONOMIAL CURVES ASSOCIATED
TO GENERALIZED ARITHMETIC SEQUENCES
ISABEL BERMEJO *, EVA GARCÍA-LLORENTE *, AND IGNACIO GARCÍA-MARCO
ABSTRACT. Let K be an infinite field and let m1 < · · · < mn be a generalized arithmetic sequence
of positive integers, i.e., there exist h, d,m1 ∈ Z+ such that mi = hm1 + (i − 1)d for all i ∈
{2, . . . , n}. We consider the projective monomial curve C ⊂ Pn
K
parametrically defined by
x1 = s
m1tmn−m1 , . . . , xn−1 = s
mn−1tmn−mn−1 , xn = s
mn , xn+1 = t
mn .
In this work, we characterize the Cohen-Macaulay and Koszul properties of the homogeneous co-
ordinate ring K[C] of C. Whenever K[C] is Cohen-Macaulay we also obtain a formula for its
Cohen-Macaulay type. Moreover, when h divides d, we obtain a minimal Gröbner basis G of the
vanishing ideal of C with respect to the degree reverse lexicographic order. From G we derive for-
mulas for the Castelnuovo-Mumford regularity, the Hilbert series and the Hilbert function of K[C]
in terms of the sequence.
1. INTRODUCTION
Let R = K[x1, . . . , xn+1] be the polynomial ring in n + 1 variables over an infinite field K,
where n ≥ 2. Let m1 < · · · < mn be positive integers and consider the projective monomial
curve C ⊂ PnK parametrically defined by
x1 = s
m1tmn−m1 , . . . , xn−1 = s
mn−1tmn−mn−1 , xn = s
mn , xn+1 = t
mn .
Consider the K-algebra homomorphism ϕ : R → K[s, t] induced by ϕ(xi) = smitmn−mi for
i ∈ {1, . . . , n − 1}, ϕ(xn) = s
mn and ϕ(xn+1) = tmn . Since K is infinite, the prime ideal
ker(ϕ) ⊂ R is the vanishing ideal I(C) of C (see, e.g., [13, Corollary 7.1.12]). Thus, R/I(C)
is the homogenous coordinate ring K[C] of C. Moreover, I(C) is a homogeneous binomial ideal
(see, e.g., [12, Lemmas 4.1 and 4.14]).
The Castelnuovo-Mumford regularity , or regularity, of K[C] is defined as follows: if
0→
βp⊕
j=1
R(−epj) −→ · · · −→
β1⊕
j=1
R(−e1j) −→ R −→ K[C] → 0
is a minimal graded free resolution of K[C], then reg(K[C]) := max{eij − i; 1 ≤ i ≤ p, 1 ≤
j ≤ βi} (see, e.g., [9] or [1] for equivalent definitions). Whenever K[C] is Cohen-Macaulay, the
integer βp is the Cohen-Macaulay type of K[C]; in addition, if βp = 1, the K-algebra K[C] is
Gorenstein. The corresponding ideal, I(C), is a complete intersection if it can be generated by
a set of n − 1 polynomials. K[C] is said to be a Koszul algebra if its residue class field K has
a linear free resolution as K[C]-module. The study of Koszul algebras is a topic of considerable
current interest, for a recent account of the theory we refer the reader to [8].
For all s ∈ N, we denote by Rs theK-vector space spanned by all homogeneous polynomials of
degree s. The Hilbert function and Hilbert series of K[C] are HFK[C](s) := dimK(Rs/I(C)∩Rs)
for all s ∈ N, and HK[C](t) :=
∑
s∈NHFK[C](s) t
s
, respectively.
In this paper we study the already mentioned invariants and properties when m1 < · · · < mn
is a generalized arithmetic sequence of relatively prime integers, i.e., there exist h, d,m1 ∈ Z+
such that mi = hm1 + (i− 1)d for each i ∈ {2, . . . , n} and gcd{m1, d} = 1. In this context, we
prove that K[C] is Cohen-Macaulay if and only if m1 < · · · < mn is an arithmetic sequence. It is
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remarkable that this result is obtained as a consequence of a new result providing a large family
of projective monomial curves that are not arithmetically Cohen-Macaulay. We also provide an
alternative proof of [3, Theorem 6.1], where we determine that I(C) is a complete intersection if
and only if either n = 2 or n = 3, h = 1 and m1 is even. Moreover, we prove that K[C] is Koszul
if and only if m1, . . . , mn are consecutive numbers and n > m1.
In addition, we study in detail when m1 < · · · < mn is a generalized arithmetic sequence and
h divides d. In this setting we provide a formula for reg(K[C]). To this end, our main reference
is [6]. In this paper, the authors prove that for any projective monomial curve C, the regularity
of K[C] is equal to the regularity of R/in(I(C)), where in(I(C)) denotes the initial ideal of I(C)
with respect to the degree reverse lexicographic order with x1 > · · · > xn+1 (see [6, Section 4]).
Moreover, they obtain that the regularity of R/in(I(C)) is the maximum of the regularities of the
irreducible components of in(I(C)) (see [6, Corollary 3.17]). Since the regularity of an irreducible
monomial ideal is easy to compute, our strategy consists of obtaining a minimal Gröbner basis G
of I(C) with respect to the degree reverse lexicographic order with x1 > · · · > xn+1. From G, we
get the irreducible components of in(I(C)), which allow us to deduce the value of reg(K[C]) in
terms of the arithmetic sequence m1 < · · · < mn. For obtaining this result we separate two cases:
the Cohen-Macaulay case, i.e., when m1 < · · · < mn is an arithmetic sequence (Section 2); and
the non Cohen-Macaulay one, i.e., when h ≥ 2 and h divides d (Section 3).
We also exploit the knowledge of G to describe Hilbert series and the Hilbert function of K[C].
Additionally, in the Cohen-Macaulay case, we provide a formula for its Cohen-Macaulay type
yielding a characterization of the Gorenstein property. The results in the Cohen-Macaulay case
extend in a natural way those of [11] that consider the particular setting where {m1, . . . , mn} form
a minimal set of generators of the semigroup they generate.
The contents of the paper are the following. Section 2 is devoted to arithmetic sequences. The
key result is Theorem 2.2, which provides G. As a byproduct, we derive in Corollary 2.3 that
the homogeneous coordinate ring of any projective monomial curve associated to an arithmetic
sequence is Cohen-Macaulay. Proposition 2.5 gives the irreducible components of in(I(C)). As
a consequence of this, in Theorem 2.7, we get the value of the regularity of K[C] in terms of the
sequence m1 < · · · < mn. In Theorems 2.9, 2.11 and 2.13 we provide the Hilbert series, the
Hilbert function and the Cohen-Macaulay type of K[C]. In addition, we give in Corollary 2.14 a
characterization of the Gorenstein property for K[C].
In the third section we begin by providing in Theorem 3.1 a large family of projective monomial
curves whose corresponding coordinate ring is not Cohen-Macaulay. More precisely, we prove
that K[C] is not Cohen-Macaulay whenever C is the projective monomial curve associated to a
sequence of integers containing a generalized arithmetic sequence of at least l ≥ 3 terms satisfying
some additional hypotheses. The rest of this section concerns when m1 < · · · < mn is a gene-
ralized arithmetic sequence and n ≥ 3. In particular, as a byproduct of Theorem 3.1, we derive
in Corollary 3.2 that in this setting K[C] is not Cohen-Macaulay unless m1 < · · · < mn is an
arithmetic sequence, i.e., if h = 1. As a consequence of this we characterize in Corollary 3.3 the
complete intersection property for I(C). Then, we study in detail the setting where h > 1 and h
divides d. Under these hypotheses, we obtain the Gröbner basis G in Theorem 3.10, which also is
a minimal set of generators of I(C). In Proposition 3.13 we present the irreducible decomposition
of in(I(C)). The formula for reg(K[C]) is provided in Theorem 3.14, while in Corollary 3.15 we
prove that the regularity is always attained at the last step of the minimal graded free resolution.
The Hilbert series, the Hilbert function and the Hilbert polynomial are given in Theorems 3.16,
3.18 and Corollary 3.19, respectively.
The last section is devoted to the study of the Koszul property for K[C]. In particular, Theorem
4.1 characterizes when K[C] is a Koszul algebra when m1 < · · · < mn is a generalized arithmetic
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sequence. Finally, we also characterize the Koszul property when n = 3 (Theorem 4.3) and when
n = 4 (Theorem 4.4).
2. ARITHMETIC SEQUENCES
This section concerns the study of K[C] when m1 < · · · < mn an arithmetic sequence of
relatively prime integers and n ≥ 2. The key point of this section is to prove Theorem 2.2, where
we describe a minimal Gröbner basis G of I(C) with respect to the degree reverse lexicographic
order with x1 > · · · > xn+1.
We begin with a technical lemma. In it we associate to the sequence m1 < · · · < mn a pair
(α, k) ∈ N2. This pair of integers plays an important role in the rest of the paper.
Lemma 2.1. Take q ∈ N and r ∈ {1, . . . , n− 1} such that m1 = q(n− 1) + r and set α := q+ d
and k := n− r. Then,
(a) αm1 +mi = mn−k+i + qmn for all i ∈ {1, . . . , k},
(b) α + 1 = min {b ∈ Z+ | bm1 ∈
∑n
i=2Nmi}.
Proof. Being (a) trivial, let us prove (b). Set M := min {b ∈ Z+ | bm1 ∈
∑n
i=2Nmi}. By (a) it
follows that (α+ 1)m1 = mn−k+1 + qmn, so M ≤ α+ 1. Assume by contradiction that M ≤ α.
We have that
(1) Mm1 =
n∑
i=2
δimi for some δ2, . . . , δn ∈ N.
We are proving the following facts which clearly lead to a contradiction:
(i) M −∑ni=2 δi > 0,
(ii) M −∑ni=2 δi < d, and
(iii) d divides M −∑ni=2 δi.
From (1) we get (i). Also from (1) we have (M −∑ni=2 δi)m1 = ∑ni=2(i − 1)δid, which gives
(iii) because gcd{m1, d} = 1. From (1) and the assumption M ≤ α, we obtain (
∑n
i=2 δi)mn ≥∑n
i=2 δimi = Mm1 = Mmn −M(n − 1)d ≥ Mmn − α(n − 1)d > (M − d)mn. This proves
(ii) and completes the proof of (b).

Following the notation of Lemma 2.1, we can state the main result of this section.
Theorem 2.2.
G = {xixj − xi−1xj+1 | 2 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ n− 1} ∪ {x
α
1xi − xn+1−ix
q
nx
d
n+1 | 1 ≤ i ≤ k}
is a minimal Gröbner basis of I(C) with respect to the degree reverse lexicographic order.
Proof. One can easily check that G ⊆ I(C) by using Lemma 2.1.(a). Let us prove that in(I(C)) ⊆
〈in(G)〉 where in(G) = {xixj | 2 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ n − 1} ∪ {xα1xi | 1 ≤ i ≤ k}. By contradiction,
suppose that in(I(C)) 6⊆ 〈in(G)〉. We claim that there exist two monomials l1, l2 /∈ 〈in(G)〉 such
that l1 − l2 ∈ I(C). Indeed, if in(I(C)) 6⊆ 〈in(G)〉, then the cosets of {l | l is a monomial and
l /∈ 〈in(G)〉} do not form a K-basis of K[C]. Then there exist monomials l1, . . . , lt /∈ 〈in(G)〉
and λ1, . . . , λt ∈ K \ {0} such that f =
∑t
i=1 λili ∈ I(C). Since ϕ(f) = 0 and ϕ(l1) 6= 0,
there exists j ∈ {2, . . . , t} such that ϕ(l1) = ϕ(lj). Suppose that j = 2, then l1 − l2 ∈ I(C) and
l1, l2 /∈ 〈in(G)〉. We can also assume that gcd{l1, l2} = 1 because I(C) is prime.
Since in(G) = {xixj | 2 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ n − 1} ∪ {xα1xi | 1 ≤ i ≤ k}, we may assume that
l1 = x
a
1x
δi
i x
b1
n x
c1
n+1 and l2 = x
δj
j x
b2
n x
c2
n+1, where:
(a) 0 ≤ a ≤ α,
(b) 2 ≤ i, j ≤ n− 1, i 6= j,
(c) δi, δj ∈ {0, 1},
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(d) b1, b2, c1, c2 ≥ 0, and
(e) if a = α and δi = 1, then i > k (otherwise l1 ∈ 〈in(G)〉).
Moreover, since ϕ(l1) = ϕ(l2), we get that am1 + δimi + b1mn = δjmj + b2mn.
If a = 0, we may assume that b1 = 0 because gcd{l1, l2} = 1. However, in this setting we
have that δimi = δjmj + b2mn, but this implies that b2 = 0 and that mi = mj . Hence l1 = l2, a
contradiction.
From now on, we assume that a ≥ 1. Firstly, we observe that b1 = 0; otherwise b2 = 0 and
am1 + δimi + b1mn ≥ mn > δjmj , a contradiction. Hence, we get that
(2) am1 + δimi = δjmj + b2mn.
We consider several different cases:
Case 1: If δi = 0 then (2) becomes am1 = δjmj + b2mn. By Lemma 2.1.(b), we get that
a ≥ α + 1, a contradiction.
Case 2: If δj = 0 then (2) becomes am1 + δimi = b2mn. From Lemma 2.1 we get that a = α,
then δi = 1 and i = k, a contradiction.
Case 3: If δi = δj = 1, then am1 +mi = mj + b2mn from (2).
Subcase 3.1: If i > j, one can derive that am1 = mn−i+j + (b2 − 1)mn. By Lemma 2.1.(b),
this implies that a ≥ α + 1, a contradiction.
Subcase 3.2: If i < j, one can easily obtain that am1 +mn−j+i = (b2 + 1)mn, which implies
that a ≥ α. Thus, a = α and n− j + 1 = k, a contradiction to (e).
Moreover, one can easily check that G is minimal.

We observe in Theorem 2.2 that the variables xn and xn+1 do not appear in the minimal set of
generators of in(I(C)). Thus we apply [5, Proposition 2.1] to deduce the following result.
Corollary 2.3. K[C] is Cohen-Macaulay.
It is worth mentioning that this result is a generalization of [11, Proposition 1.2] where the
authors obtain the result in a more restrictive setting, i.e., when {m1, . . . , mn} is a minimal system
of generators of the semigroup
∑n
i=1Nmi. It is worth mentioning that our techniques are different
from theirs.
Remark 2.4. The Gröbner basis G provided in Theorem 2.2 is also a minimal set of generators of
I(C), see [10, Remark 3.13]. Thus, the first Betti number β1 in the minimal graded free resolution
of K[C] equals
(
n−1
2
)
+ k.
Our next objective is to provide an explicit description of the irredundant irreducible decompo-
sition of the initial ideal in(I(C)) of I(C) with respect to the degree reverse lexicographic order.
An ideal is irreducible if it cannot be written as intersection of two ideals properly containing it. A
monomial ideal is irreducible if it is generated by pure powers of variables (see, e.g., [13, Proposi-
tion 5.1.6]). Moreover, an irreducible decomposition of a monomial ideal is an expression of it as
intersection of irreducible monomial ideals. If there is no redundant ideal in the intersection, this
expression is unique (see, e.g., [13, Theorem 5.1.17]) and we call it the irredundant irreducible
decomposition of I .
Proposition 2.5. Let α, k be the as in Lemma 2.1.
(1) If k < n− 1, then
in(I(C)) =
⋂n−1
i=2 〈x
α+δi
1 , x2, . . . , xi−1, x
2
i , xi+1, . . . , xn−1〉
is the irredundant irreducible decomposition of in(I(C)), where δi = 0 if i ∈ {2, . . . , k}
and δi = 1 if i ∈ {k + 1, . . . , n− 1}.
(2) If k = n− 1, then
in(I(C)) =
[⋂n−1
i=2 〈x
α
1 , x2, . . . , xi−1, x
2
i , xi+1, . . . , xn−1〉
]
⋂
〈xα+11 , x2, . . . , xn−1〉
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is the irredundant irreducible decomposition of in(I(C)).
Proof. Let us denote Ai := 〈xα+δi1 , x2, . . . , xi−1, x2i , xi+1, . . . , xn−1〉, for every i ∈ {2, . . . , n−1},
with δi = 0 if i ∈ {2, . . . , k} and δi = 1 if i ∈ {k+1, . . . , n−1}, and B := 〈xα+11 , x2, . . . , xn−1〉.
We denoteA :=
⋂n−1
i=2 Ai if k < n−1, or A :=
⋂n−1
i=2 Ai∩B otherwise, and we aim at proving that
in(I(C)) = A. From Theorem 2.2, we have that {xixj | 2 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ n− 1}∪{xα1 xi | 1 ≤ i ≤ k}
is a minimal system of generators of in(I(C)) with respect to the degree reverse lexicographic
order with x1 > · · · > xn+1. We observe that in(I(C)) ⊆ Ai for all i ∈ {2, . . . , n − 1} and, if
k = n− 1, that in(I(C)) ⊆ B. Thus in(I(C)) ⊆ A.
In order to see the reverse inclusion, we take a monomial l /∈ in(I(C)). We have three possibil-
ities:
(a) l = xa1xixbnxcn+1 with 0 ≤ a < α, i ∈ {2, . . . , n− 1} and b, c ≥ 0,
(b) l = xa1xbnxcn+1 with 0 ≤ a ≤ α and b, c ≥ 0, or
(c) l = xα1xixbnxcn+1 with i ∈ {k + 1, . . . , n− 1} and b, c ≥ 0.
If (a) holds, then l /∈ Ai. In (b), we have that l /∈ An−1 if k < n − 1 and l /∈ B if k = n − 1. In
(c), we observe that k < i ≤ n− 1, and then l /∈ Ai. Thus, in(I(C)) = A.
It only remains to see that there is no redundant ideal in the intersection. For all i ∈ {2, . . . , n−
1}, we observe that xi ∈ Aj for all j 6= i, and xi ∈ B if k = n− 1, but xi /∈ in(I(C)); hence Ai is
not redundant. If k = n− 1, then xα1 ∈ Ai for all i ∈ {2, . . . , n− 1}, but xα1 /∈ in(I(C)), hence B
is not redundant.

As we claimed in the Introduction, reg(K[C]) = reg(R/in(I(C))) and the regularity ofR/in(I(C))
can be expressed in terms of the Castelnuovo-Mumford regularity of the irreducible components
of in(I(C)). This is due to the fact that in(I(C)) is a monomial ideal of nested type, i.e., its asso-
ciated primes are of the form (x1, . . . , xi) for various i. The following result states this relation.
Lemma 2.6. [6, Corollary 3.17] Let I ⊂ R be a monomial ideal of nested type, and let I =
q1 ∩ · · · ∩ qr be its irredundant irreducible decomposition. Then,
reg(R/I) = max{reg(R/qi); 1 ≤ i ≤ r}
Moreover, for q an irreducible monomial ideal whose monomial minimal generators have de-
grees d1, . . . , ds it is known that reg(R/q) = d1 + · · ·+ ds − s (see, e.g., [5, Remark 2.3]).
The following result gives the value of the regularity of K[C] in terms of the arithmetic se-
quence.
Theorem 2.7. Let m1 < · · · < mn be an arithmetic sequence with gcd {m1, d} = 1. Then,
reg(K[C]) =
⌈
mn − 1
n− 1
⌉
.
Proof. We take α, k as in Lemma 2.1. A direct application of Proposition 2.5 and Lemma 2.6
yields
reg(K[C]) =
{
α + 1 if k < n− 1,
α if k = n− 1.
We observe that k = n − 1 if and only if mn ≡ 1 (mod n − 1). Hence, if k = n − 1, then
α = q+d =
⌊
m1−1
n−1
⌋
+d =
⌊
mn−1
n−1
⌋
=
⌈
mn−1
n−1
⌉
. Moreover, if k 6= n−1, then α+1 = q+d+1 =⌊
m1−1
n−1
⌋
+ d+ 1 =
⌊
mn−1
n−1
⌋
+ 1 =
⌈
mn−1
n−1
⌉
. 
Now we exploit the description of in(I(C)) to provide an explicit description of the Hilbert
series, the Hilbert function and the Cohen-Macaulay type of K[C]. These results have also been
obtained in [11] in the more restrictive setting when {m1, . . . , mn} is a minimal system of gen-
erators of
∑n
i=1Nmi. Before going to the particular case when m1 < · · · < mn is an arithmetic
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sequence, we introduce a general result expressing the Hilbert series of K[C] in terms of the
monomials not belonging to in(I(C)). This result applies to any projective monomial curve.
Proposition 2.8. Let m1 < · · · < mn be a sequence of positive integers. The Hilbert series of
K[C] is
HK[C](t) =
∑
xγ /∈J+〈xn,xn+1〉
t |γ| − t
∑
xγ /∈J+〈xn+1〉
xnxγ∈J
t |γ|
(1− t)2
,
where |γ| :=
∑n+1
i=1 γi for γ = (γ1, . . . , γn+1) ∈ Nn+1 and J := in(I(C)). Moreover, if K[C] is
Cohen-Macaulay, then
HK[C](t) =
∑
xγ /∈J+〈xn,xn+1〉
t |γ|
(1− t)2
.
Proof. It is well known that the Hilbert series of K[C] coincides with that of R/J , thenHK[C](t) =∑
xγ /∈J t
|γ|
. We observe that
HK[C](t) =
∑
xγ /∈J
γn+1=0
t |γ| +
∑
xγ /∈J
γn+1 6=0
t |γ|.
Since we are considering the degree reverse lexicographic order and I(C) is a homogeneous prime
ideal, then xn+1 does not appear in any minimal generator of J . Thus, it follows that {xγ /∈
J | γn+1 6= 0} = {xn+1x
β | xβ /∈ J}. Hence,
HK[C](t) =
∑
xγ /∈J
γn+1=0
t |γ| + t
∑
xβ /∈J
t |β| =
∑
xγ /∈J
γn+1=0
t |γ| + tHK[C](t).
Then, we get that
(1− t)HK[C](t) =
∑
xγ /∈J
γn+1=0
t |γ| =
∑
xγ /∈J
γn=γn+1=0
t |γ| +
∑
xγ /∈J
γn 6=0, γn+1=0
t |γ|.
Moreover, ∑
xγ /∈J
γn 6=0, γn+1=0
t |γ| = t
∑
xβ /∈J
βn+1=0
t |β| − t
∑
xβ /∈J, xnxβ∈J
βn+1=0
t |β|.
To conclude the result it suffices to observe that
t
∑
xβ /∈J
βn+1=0
t |β| = t(1− t)HK[C](t).
Additionally, when K[C] is Cohen-Macaulay, by [5, Proposition 2.1] we have that xnxγ ∈ J if
and only if xγ ∈ J and the result follows. 
As a consequence, when m1 < · · · < mn is an arithmetic sequence of relatively prime integers,
we obtain the following result.
Theorem 2.9. The Hilbert series of K[C] is
HK[C](t) =
1 + (n− 1)(t+ · · ·+ tα) + (n− 1− k)tα+1
(1− t)2
.
Proof. Since K[C] is Cohen-Macaulay, by Corollary 2.3, we have that
(1− t)2HK[C](t) =
∑
xγ /∈in(I(C))+〈xn,xn+1〉
t |γ|.
Now, we apply Theorem 2.2 to get that {xγ | xγ /∈ in(I(C)) + 〈xn, xn+1〉} = {1} ∪ {xa1xi | 1 ≤
i ≤ n− 1 and 0 ≤ a ≤ α− 1} ∪ {xα1xi | k + 1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1} and we deduce the result.

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Remark 2.10. It is worth pointing out that from Theorem 2.9 we can also get the value of
reg(K[C]) because K[C] is Cohen-Macaulay. Indeed, the regularity of K[C] is attained at the
last step of a minimal graded free resolution (see, e.g., [4, Proposition 1.1]). Moreover, the
Hilbert series of K[C] is related to a minimal graded free resolution by the formula HK[C](t) =
1
(1−t)n+1
(1+
∑p
i=1(−1)
i
∑βi
j=1 t
eij ). Thus, reg(K[C]) equals the degree of the h-polinomial. Since
the h-polynomial of K[C] is 1 + (n− 1)(t+ · · ·+ tα) + (n− 1− k)tα+1, then reg(K[C]) = α if
k = n− 1 and reg(K[C]) = α + 1 if k < n− 1.
Theorem 2.11. The Hilbert function of K[C] is
HFK[C](s) =
{ (
s+2
2
)
+ (n− 2)
(
s+1
2
)
if 0 ≤ s < α,
mn s+ α(2− n+ k)−
(
α+1
2
)
− (n− 2)
(
α
2
)
+ 1 if s ≥ α.
Proof. The Hilbert function of K[C] coincides with that of R/in(I(C)). Thus from Theorem 2.2,
we have that
K[C] ≃
⊕
γ,β∈N
{(⊕
0≤λ≤αK{x
λ
1x
β
nx
γ
n+1}
)⊕(⊕
0≤λ<α
2≤i≤n−1
K{xλ1xix
β
nx
γ
n+1}
)
⊕ (⊕
k+1≤i≤n−1K{x
α
1xix
β
nx
γ
n+1}
)}
Then, for 0 ≤ s ≤ α, we have that
HFK[C](s) =
(
s + 2
2
)
+ (n− 2)
(
s+ 1
2
)
.
And for s ≥ α+ 1, we have that
HFK[C](s) =
∑α
i=0(s+ 1− i) + (n− 2)
∑α−1
i=0 (s− i) + (n− 1− k)(s− α)
= (s+ 1)(α+ 1)−
(
α+1
2
)
+ (n− 2)
(
sα−
(
α
2
))
+ (n− 1− k)(s− α)
= ((n− 1)α + n− k) s+ α(2− n+ k)−
(
α+1
2
)
− (n− 2)
(
α
2
)
+ 1.
Finally, we observe from Lemma 2.1 that α = q + d and then (n − 1)α + n − k = (n − 1)(q +
d) + n− k = mn.

Remark 2.12. Since K[C] is Cohen-Macaulay, the Castelnuovo-Mumford regularity of K[C] is
one unit bigger than the regularity of its Hilbert function (see, e.g., [5, Theorem 2.5]). The reg-
ularity of the Hilbert function of K[C] is the smallest integer s0 such that for all s ≥ s0 its
Hilbert polynomial and its Hilbert function in s coincide. Thus, using this approach, Theorem
2.11 allows us to reprove Theorem 2.7. Indeed, the Hilbert polynomial of K[C] is PK[C](s) :=
mn s+α(2−n+k)−
(
α+1
2
)
− (n−2)
(
α
2
)
+1 and PK[C](s) = HFK[C](s) for all s ≥ α. Moreover,
it is easy to check that PK[C](α − 1) 6= HFK[C](α − 1) if and only if k < n − 1. Nevertheless, if
k = n−1, then PK[C](α−2) 6= HFK[C](α−2). Thus, the regularity of the Hilbert function equals
α if k < n− 1, or α− 1 if k = n− 1.
Now, we obtain the Cohen-Macaulay type of K[C].
Theorem 2.13. Take c ∈ N and τ ∈ {1, . . . , n− 1} such that m1 − 1 = c(n− 1) + τ . Then, the
Cohen-Macaulay type of K[C] is τ .
Proof. We set ai := (mi, mn − mi) ∈ N2 for all i ∈ {1, . . . , n} and an+1 := (0, mn) ∈ N2 and
consider the grading in R induced by deg(xi) := ai for all i ∈ {1, . . . , n} and deg(xn+1) := an+1.
We also consider the sets B := {deg(xγ) | xγ /∈ in(I(C)) + (xn, xn+1)} ⊂ N2 and B˜ = {s ∈
B | s + ai /∈ B for all i : 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1} ⊂ B. By [7, Theorem (4.9)], the Cohen-Macaulay type
of K[C] is the number of elements in B˜.
By Theorem 2.2, we have that
B = {(0, 0)} ∪ {ba1 + ai | 0 ≤ b ≤ α− 1, 1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1} ∪ {αa1 + ai | k + 1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1},
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where k ∈ {1, . . . , n− 1} satisfies that m1 + k ≡ 1 (mod n− 1). We claim that
B˜ =
{
{αa1 + ai | k + 1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1} if k < n− 1
{(α− 1)a1 + ai | 1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1} if k = n− 1.
For k < n − 1, if c = ba1 + ai with 0 ≤ b ≤ α − 1 and 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1, then c + an−i =
ba1 + ai + an−i = (b + 1)a1 + an−1 ∈ B and, hence, c /∈ B˜. Moreover, it is easy to check that
αa1 + ai ∈ B˜ for all i : k + 1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1. For k = n− 1 the claim follows easily.
Therefore, the Cohen-Macaulay type of K[C] is n − 1 if k = n − 1, or n − 1 − k otherwise.
Thus, the result follows from the definition of k.

From Theorem 2.13 we easily deduce the following characterization of the Gorenstein property
for K[C].
Corollary 2.14. K[C] is Gorenstein ⇐⇒m1 ≡ 2 (mod n− 1).
Let us illustrate the results of this section with some examples.
Example 2.15. Consider the set {m1, m2, m3, m4, m5}withm1 := 10, m2 := 13, m3 := 16, m4 :=
19 and m5 := 22. We observe that m1 = 2 · 4 + 2, then q = 2 and r = 2 and we have that
α = q + d = 5 and that k = 5− 2 = 3. From Theorem 2.7 we get that
reg(K[C]) = ⌈(22− 1)/(5− 1)⌉ = 6.
Since, m1 − 1 = 2(n − 1) + 1, from Theorem 2.13 we obtain that the Cohen-Macaulay type is
τ = 1 and hence K[C] is Gorenstein. Moreover, by Theorem 2.9, the Hilbert series is
HK[C](t) =
1 +
∑5
i=1 4 t
i + t6
(1− t)2
and by Theorem 2.11 the Hilbert function is
HFK[C](s) =
{ (
s+2
2
)
+ 3
(
s+1
2
)
if 0 ≤ s < 5,
22 s− 44 if s ≥ 5,
being α = 5 the regularity of the Hilbert function, because k = 3 < n−1 = 4 (see Remark 2.12).
Example 2.16. Consider the set {m1, m2, m3, m4, m5} with m1 := 4, m2 := 5, m3 := 6, m4 :=
7 and m5 := 8. We observe that m1 = 0 · 4 + 4, then q = 0 and r = 4, and we have that v = 1,
α = 1 and that k = 1. Then
reg(K[C]) = ⌈(8 − 1)/(5− 1)⌉ = 2.
Since m1 − 1 = 0(n − 1) + 3, the Cohen-Macaulay type is τ = 3. Moreover, the Hilbert series
and Hilbert function are respectively
HK[C](t) =
1+4 t+3 t2
(1−t)2
and HFK[C](s) =
{
1 if s = 0,
8 s− 2 if s ≥ 1,
being α = 1 the regularity of the Hilbert function.
3. GENERALIZED ARITHMETIC SEQUENCES
This section concerns the study of K[C] when m1 < · · · < mn is a generalized arithmetic
sequence and n ≥ 3. We discard the case n = 2 because two integers always form an arithmetic
sequence and, thus, the study of K[C] was covered by the previous section.
The first goal of this section is to prove that whenever m1 < · · · < mn is a generalized arith-
metic sequence, then K[C] is Cohen-Macaulay if and only if h = 1. We prove this as a direct
consequence of Theorem 3.1, a more general result providing a big family of projective monomial
curves that are not arithmetically Cohen-Macaulay. More concretely, this result concerns projec-
tive monomial curves C defined by a sequencem1 < · · · < mn containing a generalized arithmetic
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sequence of l terms with l ≥ 3 and finishing in mn, i.e., there exist 1 ≤ i1 < · · · < il = n and
h, d ∈ Z+ such that mij = hmi1 + (j − 1)d for all j ∈ {2, . . . , l}.
Theorem 3.1. Let m1 < · · · < mn contain a generalized arithmetic sequence mi1 < · · · < mil =
mn with l ≥ 3. If h > 1 and hmi1 /∈ {m1, . . . , mn}, then K[C] is not Cohen-Macaulay.
Proof. We are proving that there exists a monomial minimal generator of in(I(C)) involving the
variable xn; thus, by [5, Proposition 2.1], we can conclude that K[C] is not Cohen-Macaulay. We
consider the binomial f := xhi1xn − xi2xil−1x
h−1
n+1 ∈ I(C) and observe that in(f) = xhi1xn because
h > 1. If xhi1 /∈ in(I(C)), then there exists a minimal generator of in(I(C)) involving xn and
K[C] is not Cohen-Macaulay. So assume that xhi1 ∈ in(I(C)), then there exists x
β /∈ in(I(C))
with β = (β1, . . . , βn+1) ∈ Nn+1 such that g := xhi1 − x
β ∈ I(C). We claim that βn+1 < h − 1.
Indeed xβ has degree h and xβ 6= xhn, so βn+1 ≤ h − 1, and if βn+1 = h − 1 we have that
g = xhi1−xjx
h−1
n+1 ∈ I(C), for some j ∈ {1 . . . , n}, which implies that hmi1 = mj , a contradiction.
Consider now the binomial f − xng = xβxn − xi2xil−1xh−1n+1 ∈ I(C). Since βn+1 < h − 1
we get that g′ :=
∏n
j=1 x
βj
j xn − xi2xil−1x
h−1−βj+1
n+1 ∈ I(C) and in(g′) =
∏n
j=1 x
βj
j xn ∈ in(I(C)).
Nevertheless, xβ /∈ in(I(C)), so there exists a minimal generator of in(I(C)) involving xn and the
result follows. 
Now, from Theorems 2.3 and 3.1 we directly derive the following characterization of the Cohen-
Macaulay property for K[C] when m1 < · · · < mn is a generalized arithmetic sequence and
n ≥ 3.
Corollary 3.2. K[C] is Cohen-Macaulay if and only if m1 < · · · < mn is an arithmetic sequence.
Moreover, as a consequence of Corollary 3.2 and Remark 2.4 we can easily recover [3, Theorem
6.1], where the complete intersection property for I(C) is characterized.
Corollary 3.3. Let m1 < · · · < mn be a generalized arithmetic sequence of relatively prime
integers. Then, I(C) is a complete intersection if and only if n = 3, h = 1, and m1 is even.
Proof. (⇒) Assume that I(C) is a complete intersection, then K[C] is Cohen-Macaulay and, by
Corollary 3.2, m1 < · · · < mn is an arithmetic sequence. Hence, by Remark 2.4, we have that
I(C) is a complete intersection if and only if
(
n−1
2
)
+ k = n − 1. This equality can only hold if
n = 3 and k = 1 or, equivalently, if n = 3 and m1 even.
(⇐) A direct application of Remark 2.4 gives the result. 
In the rest of this section we assume that m1 < · · · < mn is a generalized arithmetic sequence
of relatively prime integers with n ≥ 3, h > 1 and h divides d. It turns out that under this
hypotheses I(C) is closely related to I(C′), where C′ is the projective monomial curve associated
to the arithmetic sequencem2 < · · · < mn or, equivalently, to the arithmetic sequence of relatively
prime integers m2/h < · · · < mn/h, which we have studied in detail in the previous section. For
a sake of convenience we assume that I(C′) ⊂ K[x2, . . . , xn+1]. The following result shows how
the initial ideals of I(C) and I(C′) with respect to the degree reverse lexicographic order with
x1 > · · · > xn+1 are related and will be useful in the rest of this section.
Proposition 3.4. in(I(C′)) = in(I(C)) ∩K[x2, . . . , xn+1].
Proof. It is obvious that in(I(C′)) ⊂ in(I(C)) ∩ K[x2, . . . , xn+1]. To prove the converse we
consider λ = (0, λ2, . . . , λn, λn+1) ∈ Nn+1 such that xλ ∈ in(I(C)) and we assume without loss
of generality that λn+1 = 0. Then, there exists ǫ = (ǫ1, . . . , ǫn+1) ∈ Nn+1 such that f = xλ−xǫ ∈
I(C) with in(f) = xλ. We consider two cases:
Case 1: If ǫ1 = 0, then f ∈ I(C) ∩K[x2, . . . , xn] = I(C′).
Case 2: If ǫ1 6= 0, then we are proving that there exists µ = (µ1, . . . , µn+1) ∈ Nn+1 such
that µ1 < ǫ1 and g := xλ − xµ ∈ I(C) with in(g) = xλ. Firstly, we claim that ǫ1 ≥ h.
Indeed, ǫ1m1 =
∑n
i=2(λi − ǫi)mi, gcd{m1, h} = 1 and h divides mi for all i ∈ {2, . . . , n};
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thus, ǫ1 = hǫ′1. Moreover, there exist j ∈ {3, . . . , n} such that ǫj > 0. Otherwise, we have
ǫ1m1 + ǫ2m2 =
∑n
i=2 λimi and m1 < m2 ≤ mi for all i ∈ {2, . . . , n}, then
∑n
i=2 λi < ǫ1 + ǫ2.
This implies that λn+1 > 0 since f homogeneous, a contradiction. So we take j ∈ {3, . . . , n}
such that ǫj > 0 and consider xµ = xǫx−h1 x2xj−1x−1j xh−1n+1 and g := xλ−xµ. One can easily check
that g ∈ I(C), that xµ < xǫ, so in(g) = in(f), and µ1 = ǫ1 − h < ǫ1. Iterating the same argument
if necessary, we get the result. 
Remark 3.5. When h does not divide d it is easy to find examples where the conclusion of Propo-
sition 3.4 does not hold. For example, we consider the set {m1, m2, m3, m4, m5} with m1 := 2,
m2 := 35, m3 := 46, m4 := 57 and m5 := 68, where h = 12 and d = 11. By Proposition 2.2,
we have that in(I(C′)) = 〈x232 , x222 x3, x23, x3x4, x24〉. However, with the help of a computer one can
check that in(I(C)) ∩K[x2, . . . , x6] = 〈x22, x23, x3x4, x24〉.
Even if we consider {m1, m2, m3, m4}with m1 := 5, m2 := 26, m3 = 32 and m4 := 38, where
h = 4, d = 6 and then gcd{h, d} = h/2 = 2. We observe that in(I(C′)) = 〈x102 , x92x3, x23〉 6=
in(I(C)) ∩K[x2, . . . , x5] = 〈x
6
2, x
5
2x3, x
2
3〉.
In order to describe a minimal Gröbner basis of I(C) we introduce two technical lemmas.
Lemma 3.6. Take p ∈ N and s ∈ {1, . . . , n−1} such thatm1 = p(n−1)+s and set δ := ph+d+h.
Then,
(a) δm1 = ms+1 + pmn,
(b) if δm1 = mj + p′mn with p′ ∈ N, j ∈ {2, . . . , n}, then j = s+ 1 and p′ = p, and
(c) δ = min {b ∈ Z+ | bm1 ∈
∑n
i=2Nmi}.
Proof. It is straightforward to check (a) and (b). Let us denote M := min {b ∈ Z+ | bm1 ∈∑n
i=2Nmi}. We observe that h divides M because h divides mi for all i ∈ {2, . . . , n} and
gcd{m1, h} = 1. Hence, M = hM ′, where M ′ = min {b ∈ Z+ | bm1 ∈
∑n
i=2Nm
′
i} and
m′i = mi/h for all i ∈ {2, . . . , n}. Applying Lemma 2.1 to {m1, m′2, . . . , mn} we get that
M ′ = p+ d/h+ 1. Then M = hM ′ = δ and (c) is proved. 
Following the notation of the previous lemma, we state the next result.
Lemma 3.7. Set βj := min {b ∈ Z+ | (jh)m1 + bm2 ∈
∑n
i=3Nmi}, for all j ∈ {0, . . . , δ′ − 1},
where δ′ := δ/h, then
(a) for each j ∈ {0, . . . , δ′ − 1}, there exist unique σj ∈ {3, . . . , n} and λj ∈ N such that
jhm1 + βjm2 = mσj + λjmn, and
(b) setting σδ′ := s + 1, λδ′ := p and βδ′ := 0, then, for all j ∈ {1, . . . , δ′} we have the
following:
(b.1) if σj 6= n, then σj−1 = σj + 1, λj−1 = λj and βj−1 = βj + 1;
(b.2) if σj = n, then σj−1 = 3, λj−1 = λj + 1 and βj−1 = βj + 2.
Proof. By definition of βj we can write
jhm1 + βjm2 = mσj + λjmn,
where λj ∈ N and σj ∈ {3, . . . , n}. Suppose now that there exist σ′j ∈ {3, . . . , n} and λ′j ∈ N
such that jhm1+βjm2 = mσ′j +λ
′
jmn. We assume without loss of generality that σj ≥ σ′j . Then,
λ′j ≥ λj and we get that mσj −mσ′j = (λ
′
j − λj)mn. Hence λ′j = λj and σj = σ′j , and get (a).
Let us now prove (b). We first consider the case σj 6= n. Since jhm1 + βjm2 = mσj + λjmn,
then (j − 1)hm1 + (βj + 1)m2 = mσj+1 + λjmn, so βj−1 ≤ βj + 1. On the other hand,
(j−1)hm1+βj−1m2 = mσj−1+λj−1mn, which implies jhm1+(βj−1−1)m2 = mσj−1−1+λj−1mn
and we derive βj−1 − 1 ≥ βj . Thus βj = βj−1 − 1, σj = σj − 1 and λj = λj−1.
Finally, we consider the case σj = n. From the equalities jhm1 + βjm2 = mn + λjmn and
2m2 = m3 + hm1, we obtain (j − 1)hm1 + (βj + 2)m2 = m3 + (λj + 1)mn and we deduce that
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βj−1 ≤ βj +2. On the other hand, from (j− 1)hm1+βj−1m2 = mσj−1 +λj−1mn, we obtain that
(3) jhm1 + (βj−1 − 1)m2 = mσj−1−1 + λj−1mn.
If σj−1 = 3, then βj−1 − 2 ≥ βj ; and if σj−1 > 3, βj−1 − 1 ≥ βj . So, βj + 1 ≤ βj−1 ≤ βj + 2.
Suppose that βj−1 = βj +1, from (3) we get jhm1+βjm2 = mσj−1−1+λj−1mn. Then, from (a),
σj = σj−1 − 1, a contradiction because σj = n. We conclude then that βj−1 = βj + 2, σj−1 = 3
and λj−1 = λj + 1. 
Remark 3.8. Lemma 3.7 gives an algorithmic way of computing the integers βj , σj and λj starting
from βδ′ = 0, λδ′ = p and σδ′ = s + 1 where p and s are given by Lemma 3.6. Nevertheless one
can easily derive an explicit formula for βj, σj , λj for all j ∈ {1 . . . , δ′}. Indeed, we have that
βδ′−j = j + ⌊(j + s − 2)/(n − 2)⌋, σδ′−j is the only integer in {3, . . . , n} such that σδ′−j ≡
s+ 1 + j (modn− 2), and λδ′−j = p+ ⌊(j + s− 2)/(n− 2)⌋.
Remark 3.9. Notice that β0 = min{b ∈ Z+ | bm2 ∈
∑n
i=3Nmi}, so, applying Lemma 2.1 to
the sequence of relatively prime integers m2/h < · · · < mn/h, we get that β0 = α + 1, where
α = ⌊(mn − h)/(nh− 2h)⌋. Moreover, if C′ denotes the projective monomial curve associated to
the arithmetic sequence m2 < · · · < mn, we have that reg(K[C′]) equals β0 if σ0 6= 3, or β0 − 1
if σ0 = 3.
Following the notation of Lemmas 3.6 and 3.7, we can describe a minimal Gröbner basis of
I(C) with respect to the degree reverse lexicographic order.
Theorem 3.10. Let G1 ⊂ K[x2, . . . , xn, xn+1] be a minimal Gröbner basis with respect to the
degree reverse lexicographic order of I(C′), where C′ is the projective monomial curve associated
to the arithmetic sequence m2 < · · · < mn. Then,
G := G1 ∪ {x
h
1xi − x2xi−1x
h−1
n+1 | 3 ≤ i ≤ n}
∪ {xjh1 x
βj
2 − xσjx
λj
n x
j(h−1)+(d/h)
n+1 | 1 ≤ j ≤ δ/h},
is a minimal Gröbner basis of I(C) with respect to the degree reverse lexicographic order. More-
over, G is a minimal set of generators of I(C).
Proof. We set hi := xh1xi − x2xi−1xh−1n+1 ∈ I(C) for all i ∈ {3, . . . , n} and pj := xjh1 xβj2 −
xσjx
λj
n x
j(h−1)+(d/h)
n+1 for all j ∈ {1, . . . , δ/h}. By Lemma 3.7, we have that pj ∈ I(C). Moreover,
since I(C′) ⊂ I(C), we clearly have that G1 ⊂ I(C).
Let us prove now that in(I(C)) ⊂ in(G), where in(G) is the ideal generated by the initial terms
of binomials in G with respect to the degree reverse lexicographic order. We consider a binomial
f = xλ − xǫ ∈ I(C) with λ = (λ1, . . . , λn+1), ǫ = (ǫ1, . . . , ǫn+1) ∈ Nn+1, gcd {xλ, xǫ} = 1 and
in(f) = xλ. We consider different cases:
Case 1: If λ1 = 0, then in(f) ∈ in(I(C))∩ k[x2, . . . , xn+1] and, by Proposition 3.4, we get that
in(f) ∈ in(G1) ⊂ in(G) .
Case 2: If λ1 > 0, then h divides λ1 because λ1m1 =
∑n
i=2(ǫi − λi)mi, h divides mi for
all i ∈ {2, . . . , n} and gcd{m1, h} = 1. If there exists i ∈ {3, . . . , n} such that λi > 0, then
in(hi) divides xλ and we deduce that xλ ∈ in(G). So, it only remains to consider when f =
xλ11 x
λ2
2 − x
ǫ2
2 · · ·x
ǫn+1
n+1 . If λ1 ≥ δ, then in(pδ/h) divides xλ by Lemma 3.6. If λ1 < δ, then
λ1m1 + λ2m2 = ǫ3m3 + · · · + ǫnmn and, taking j := (δ − λ1)/h we have that δ2 ≥ βj by the
definition of βj . Thus in(pj) divides in(f) and the proof is complete.
To prove that G is a minimal set of generators, it suffices to prove it when G1 is the Gröbner
basis of I(C′) described in Theorem 2.2. By Remark 2.4, G1 is a minimal set of generators of
I(C′). Since all the elements of degree 2 in G belong to G1 it follows that the elements of degree
2 are not redundant. Let us take f ∈ G of degree ≥ 3, if f = hi or f = pi, then in(f) is not
divided by any other of the monomials appearing in the elements of G \ {f} and, hence, f is not
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redundant. Assume now that in(f) = xα2xi and
(4) f =
∑
g∈G\{f}
hg g,
where hg = 0 or deg(hg) = deg(f) − deg(g). We consider the homomorphism τ induced by
x1 7→ 0, xn+1 7→ 0 and xi 7→ xi for all i ∈ {2, . . . , n}. Applying τ to (4), we derive that there
exists a linear form l such that xα2 l ∈ L, whereL is the binomial prime ideal 〈xjxk−xj−1xk+1 | 3 ≤
j < k ≤ n−1〉. Hence l ∈ L, a contradiction. Thus, G is a minimal set of generators of I(C). 
Remark 3.11. Putting together Theorems 2.2 and 3.10, we obtain a minimal Gröbner basis of
I(C) with respect to the the degree reverse lexicographic order. Observe that if we consider h = 1
in this basis, the set G obtained is not a minimal Gröbner basis of I(C).
Remark 3.12. If we remove the assumption that h divides d, in general, a minimal Gröbner basis
of I(C) with respect to the degree reverse lexicographic order may not be a minimal system of
generators of I(C). Indeed, if we consider the first example in Remark 3.5, one has that a minimal
Gröbner basis of I(C) has 9 elements, whereas the first Betti number is 8.
In the next result, we exploit the description of the minimal Gröbner basis of I(C) obtained in
Theorem 3.10 to get the irreducible decomposition of in(I(C)).
Proposition 3.13. Let δ and βj be the as in Lemmas 3.6 and 3.7 and let {qi}i∈I be the irreducible
components of I(C′). Then,
in(I(C)) =
⋂
i∈I
〈xh1 , qi〉 ∩

δ/h⋂
j=2
〈xjh1 , x
βj−1
2 , x3, . . . , xn〉

 .
is the irredundant irreducible decomposition of in(I(C)).
Proof. We set Ai = 〈xh1 , qi〉 and Bj := 〈xjhi , xβj−12 , x3, . . . , xn〉. From Theorem 3.10 we obtain
that
in(I(C)) = in(I(C′)) + 〈xh1xi | 3 ≤ i ≤ n〉+ 〈x
jh
1 x
βj
2 | 1 ≤ j ≤ δ/h〉
is a minimal system of generators of in(I(C)) with respect to the degree reverse lexicographic
order with x1 > · · · > xn+1. Then, it is easy to check that in(I(C)) ⊂ Ai, Bj , for all i ∈ I
and for all j ∈ {2, . . . , δ/h}. In order to see the reverse inclusion, we consider l /∈ in(I(C)), we
distinguish two possibilities:
(a) l = xa1xixcn+1 with 0 ≤ a < h, i ∈ {2, . . . , n} and c ≥ 0, or
(b) l = xa1xb2xcn+1 with h ≤ jh ≤ a < δ, b < βj and c ≥ 0.
In (a), setting l′ = xixcn+1 we have that l′ /∈ in(I(C′)) and, as a consequence, l′ /∈ qi for some
i ∈ I , thus l /∈ Ai. If (b) holds, then l /∈ Bj+1.
It only remains to show that there is no redundant ideal in the intersection. The same argument
as in Theorem 2.5 applies here to derive that Ai is not redundant for all i ∈ I . Finally, Bj is no
redundant for j ∈ {2, . . . , δ/h} because xjh−11 x
βj−1−1
2 /∈ in(I(C)), but x
jh−1
1 ∈ Bk for all k < j
and xβj−1−12 ∈ Bk for all k > j. 
Once we have the irreducible decomposition of in(I(C)) we can obtain the value of the regu-
larity.
Theorem 3.14. Let m1 < · · · < mn be a generalized arithmetic sequence with gcd {m1, d} = 1,
h > 1 and h divides d. Set δ := ⌊(m1 − 1)/(n− 1)⌋h + d+ h, then
reg(K[C]) =
{
δ − 1 if n− 1 does not divide m1,
δ if n− 1 dividesm1.
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Proof. Observe that, by Proposition 3.13, we have
in(I(C)) =
⋂
i∈I
〈xh1 , qi〉 ∩

δ/h⋂
j=2
〈xjh1 , x
βj−1
2 , x3, . . . , xn〉

 ,
where {qi}i∈I are the irreducible components of in(I(C′)). A direct application of Lemma 2.6
yields
reg(K[C]) = max {h− 1 + reg (K[C′]), max
j∈{2,...,δ/h}
{jh+ βj−1 − 2}}.
Moreover, it is clear that maxj∈{2,...,δ/h}{jh + βj−1 − 2} = δ + βδ/h−1 − 2 since h ≥ 2 and
βj−1−βj ≤ 2 for all j ∈ {2, . . . , δ/h}. Thus we get that reg(K[C]) = max{h−1+reg(K[C′]), δ+
βδ/h−1 − 2}. Our objective is to prove that this maximum equals δ + βδ/h−1 − 2 or, equivalently,
that
(5) reg(K[C′])− β(δ/h)−1 ≤ δ − h− 1.
In the proof we use the following three facts:
(i) By Theorem 2.7 and Remark 3.9, we have that reg(K[C′]) ∈ {β0 − 1, β0}.
(ii) By Lemma 3.7, we have that
β0 − β(δ/h)−1 =
∑(δ/h)−1
i=1 (βi−1 − βi) ≤ 2((δ/h)− 1) = 2(δ/h)− 2.
(iii) Since h divides δ and m1 /∈
∑n
i=2Nmi, from Lemma 3.6(c) we have that δ ≥ 2h.
We divide the proof in four cases:
(a) h ≥ 3,
(b) reg(K[C′]) = β0 − 1,
(c) β0 − β(δ/h)−1 ≤ 2(δ/h)− 3, and
(d) h = 2, reg(K[C′]) = β0 and β0 − β(δ/h)−1 = 2(δ/h)− 2.
If (a) holds, then by (iii) we have that h(h − 1) ≤ 2h(h − 2) ≤ (h − 2)δ, then 2(δ/h) − 2 ≤
δ − h − 1. Therefore, by (i) and (ii), we get that reg(K[C′]) − β(δ/h)−1 ≤ β0 − β(δ/h)−1 ≤
2(δ/h) − 2 ≤ δ − h − 1, and we conclude (5). If (b) or (c) holds, then 2(δ/h) − 2 ≤ δ − h.
Therefore, by (i) and (ii), in both cases we get that reg(K[C′])−β(δ/h)−1 ≤ 2(δ/h)−3 ≤ δ−h−1,
and we conclude (5). Let us prove that (d) is not possible. By contradiction, assume that (d) holds.
Since reg(K[C′]) = β0, by Theorem 2.7 we get that n ≥ 4. We claim that δ = 4. Indeed,
setting ∆i := βi−1 − βi for all i ∈ {1, . . . , (δ/2) − 1} we observe that ∆i ∈ {1, 2} and that∑(δ/2)−1
i=1 ∆i = β0−β(δ/2)−1 = 2(δ/2)−2, so ∆i = 2 for all i ∈ {1, . . . , (δ/2)−1}. Nevertheless
n ≥ 4, hence from Lemma 3.7 we have that two consecutive values of ∆i cannot be both 2, so
we conclude that δ = 4 and β0 − β1 = 2, so β0 = 3 and σ0 = 3. However, this implies that
reg(K[C′]) = β0 − 1 (see Remark 3.9), a contradiction.
To conclude the result it suffices to observe that, by Lemma 3.7, β(δ/h)−1 ∈ {1, 2} and that it is
2 if and only if n− 1 divides m1

In the following result we make use of a result of [4] to prove that in this setting, the regularity
is always attained at the last step a minimal graded free resolution of K[C].
Corollary 3.15. reg(K[C]) is attained at the last step of a minimal graded free resolution of K[C].
Proof. Let F be the set of γ = (γ1, . . . , γn−1, 0, 0) ∈ Nn+1 such that xγ ∈ in(I(C))|xn=xn+1=1 and
xγ /∈ in(I(C))|xn=xn+1=0. According to [4, Corollary 2.11], a sufficient condition for the regularity
to be attained at the last step of the resolution is that reg(K[C]) = max{
∑n−1
i=1 γi | γ ∈ F}. From
Theorem 3.10, we get that
in(I(C))|xn=xn+1=1 = in(I(C
′))|xn=xn+1=1 + 〈x
h
1〉,
in(I(C))|xn=xn+1=0 = in(I(C
′))|xn=xn+1=0 + 〈{x
h
1xi | 3 ≤ i ≤ n− 1}〉+
〈{xih1 x
βi
2 | 1 ≤ i ≤ δ/h}〉,
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where C′ is the projective monomial curve associated to the arithmetic sequence {m2, . . . , mn}.
From Theorem 2.2, we have that in(I(C′))|xn=xn+1=1 = in(I(C′))|xn=xn+1=0; and then we obtain
that F = {(γ1, γ2, 0, . . . , 0) | jh ≤ γ1 < (j + 1)h, 0 ≤ γ2 < βj , for all j ∈ {1, . . . , δ/h − 1}}.
Since h ≥ 2 and βj ≤ βj+1+2 we conclude that max{
∑n−1
i=1 γi | γ ∈ F} = δ+βδ/h−1−2, which
equals reg(K[C]), from where the result follows.

In the last part of this section we provide formulas for the Hilbert series and the Hilbert function
of K[C] in this setting.
Theorem 3.16. The Hilbert series of K[C] is
HK[C](t) = (1 + · · ·+ t
h−1)HK[C′](t) +
∑δ−1
j=h t
j −
(∑h−1
j=0 t
j
)(∑(δ/h)−1
i=1 t
ih+βi
)
(1− t)2
,
where HK[C′](t) is the Hilbert series of K[C′] with C′ is the projective monomial curve associated
to the arithmetic sequence m2 < · · · < mn.
Proof. By Proposition 2.8, setting J := in(I(C)) we have that
(1− t)2HK[C](t) =
∑
xγ /∈J+〈xn,xn+1〉
t |γ| − t
∑
xγ /∈J+〈xn+1〉
xnxγ∈J
t |γ|
=
∑
xγ /∈J+〈xn,xn+1〉
γ1<h
t |γ| + S,
where S :=
∑
xγ /∈J+〈xn,xn+1〉
γ1≥h
t |γ| − t
∑
xγ /∈J+〈xn+1〉
xnxγ∈J
t |γ|. We observe in Theorem 3.10 that xh1xn is
the unique minimal generator of J where xn appears, so for all λ = (λ1, . . . , λn+1) ∈ Nm+1 we
have that
(a) xλ /∈ in(I(C)) with λ1 < h if and only if xλ22 · · ·xλn+1n+1 /∈ in(I(C′)),
(b) if xλ /∈ in(I(C)), then xnxλ ∈ in(I(C)) if and only if λ1 ≥ h.
From (a) we derive that
(1 + t+ · · ·+ th−1)HK[C′](t) =
∑
xγ /∈J+〈xn,xn+1〉
γ1<h
t |γ|
(1− t)2
.
From (b) we derive that
S = (1− t)
∑
xγ /∈J+〈xn+1〉,
γ1≥h
t |γ|
=
∑δ−1
j=h t
j −
(∑h−1
j=0 t
j
)(∑δ/h−1
i=1 t
ih+βi
)
,
where the last equality is directly deduced from Theorem 3.10 and we are done.

As a direct consequence of the previous result, we obtain a simpler expression of the Hilbert
series of K[C] when n = 3.
Corollary 3.17. If n = 3, the Hilbert series of K[C] is HK[C](t) = h(t)(1−t)2 , where
(1) h(t) = 1 + 2t+∑hj=2 3tj + th+1 − t2h, if δ = 2h and m1 is odd,
(2) h(t) = 1 + 2t+ 3t2 +∑hj=3 4tj + 3th+1 + th+2 − t2h − t2h+1, if δ = 2h and m1 is even,
(3) h(t) = 1 + 2t+∑(δ−4)/2j=2 3tj − ((δ − 6)/2)tδ−1 − ((δ − 2)/2)tδ, if δ > 4 and h = 2,
(4) h(t) =∑h−1j=0 (j + 1)tj +∑(m3/h)−1j=h (h+ 1)tj +∑h−3j=0 (h− j)t(m3/h)+j + t(m3/h)+h−2
−
∑(δ/h)−1
j=2 (t
jh+βj + tjh+βj+1)− tδ, if δ > 2h, h ≥ 3 and m1 is odd,
(5) h(t) =∑h−1j=0 (j + 1)tj +∑(m3/h)−1j=h (h+ 1)tj +∑h−3j=0 (h− j)t(m3/h)+j + t(m3/h)+h−2
−
∑δ/h
j=2(t
jh+βj + tjh+βj+1), if δ > 2h, h ≥ 3 and m1 is even.
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Theorem 3.18. The Hilbert function of K[C] is
HFK[C](s) =
h−1∑
i=0
HFK[C′](s− i) + (n− 3)∆s +∆s+1,
where ∆s := #{(a, b) ∈ N2 | a + b < s and b < βj , with j := ⌊a/h⌋ ≥ 1}, C′ is the projective
monomial curve associated to the arithmetic sequence m2 < · · · < mn and HFK[C′](a) := 0
whenever a < 0.
Proof. The Hilbert function of K[C] coincides with that of R/in(I(C)). Thus HFK[C](s) =
#{xγ /∈ in(I(C)) | deg(xγ) = s}. We write
HFK[C](s) = #{x
γ /∈ in(I(C)) | deg(xγ) = s, γ1 < h}
+ #{xγ /∈ in(I(C)) | deg(xγ) = s, γ1 ≥ h}.
From Theorem 3.10, we easily deduce that {xγ /∈ in(I(C)) | deg(xγ) = s, γ1 < h} = {xγ11 xγ
′
/∈
in(I(C)) | γ′ = (0, γ2, . . . , γn+1), deg(x
γ′)+γ1 = s, and γ1 < h} = {x
γ′ /∈ in(I(C′)) | s−h+1 ≤
deg(xγ
′
) ≤ s, γ′1 = 0}. Thus
HFK[C](s) =
h−1∑
i=0
HFK[C′](s− i) + #{x
γ /∈ in(I(C)) | deg(xγ) = s, γ1 ≥ h}.
Moreover, from Theorem 3.10 we get that #{xγ /∈ in(I(C)) | deg(xγ) = s, γ1 ≥ h} = #{xγ11 x
γ2
2 x
ǫi
i x
γn+1
n+1 /∈
in(I(C))) | γ1+γ2+ǫi+γn+1 = s, γ1 ≥ h, ǫi ∈ {0, 1} and i ∈ {3, . . . , n−1}} = (n−3)∆s+∆s+1,
which completes the proof. 
Moreover, we can also describe the Hilbert polynomial PK[C](s) of K[C] in terms of the Hilbert
polynomial PK[C′](s) = (mn/h)s+γ of K[C′] described in Theorem 2.11 (see also Remark 2.12).
Corollary 3.19. The Hilbert polynomial of K[C] is
PK[C](s) = mns+mn
h− 1
2
+ hγ + (n− 2)h
δ/h−1∑
i=0
βi.
Proof. We set ∆ := h∑δ/h−1i=0 βi. To get the result it suffices to observe that ∆s = ∆ for all
s >> 0 and that PK[C](s) =
∑h−1
i=0 PK[C′](s− i) + ∆ by Theorem 3.18. 
Let us illustrate the results of this section with an example.
Example 3.20. Consider the set {m1, m2, m3, m4, m5, m6} with m1 := 7, m2 := 30, m3 :=
39, m4 := 48, m5 := 57 and m6 := 66. We observe that m1, . . . , m6 are relatively prime, h = 3
and d = 9, so h divides d. We compute δ = ⌊(7 − 1)/(6 − 1)⌋3 + 9 + 3 = 15 and observe that
n− 1 does not divide m1. Then, by Theorem 3.14, we get that reg(K[C]) = 14.
Moreover, from the expression m1 = 1 · 5 + 2, we get that p = 1 and s = 2. Following
remark 3.8 we get that β1 = 4 + ⌊(4 + 2 − 2)/4⌋ = 5, β2 = 3 + ⌊(3 + 2 − 2)/4⌋ = 3,
β3 = 2 + ⌊(2 + 2 − 2)/4⌋ = 2 and β4 = 1 + ⌊(1 + 2 − 2)/4⌋ = 1. By Theorem 3.16 we obtain
that
HK[C](t) = (1 + t + t
2)HK[C′](t) +
∑14
j=3 t
j − (1 + t + t2)(t8 + t9 + t11 + t13)
(1− t)2
.
We observe that the sequence 10 < 13 < 16 < 19 < 22 defines the same projective mono-
mial curve as the sequence 30 < 39 < 48 < 57 < 66. Then, from Example 2.15 we get that
HK[C′](t) =
1+
∑
5
i=1 4t
i+t6
(1−t)2
. Hence, we conclude that HK[C](t) equals
1 + 5t + 9t2 + 13(t3 + t4 + t5) + 10t6 + 6t7 + t8 − t9 − t10 − t11 − t13 − t15
(1− t)2
.
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4. KOSZULNESS
In this section we characterize when K[C] is a Koszul algebra when m1 < · · · < mn is a
generalized arithmetic sequence (Theorem 4.1), when n = 3 (Theorem 4.3) and when n = 4
(Theorem 4.4).
We recall (see, e.g., [8]) that the following well known implications (i) ⇒ (ii) ⇒ (iii) hold:
(i) I(C) possesses a quadratic Gröbner basis
(ii) K[C] is Koszul
(iii) I(C) is generated by quadrics.
These implications will be frequently used in this section.
Theorem 4.1. Let m1 < · · · < mn be a generalized arithmetic sequence of relatively prime
integers. Then, K[C] is a Koszul algebra if and only if m1 < · · · < mn are consecutive numbers
and n > m1.
For proving this result we make use of the following lemma.
Lemma 4.2. Take i ∈ {1, . . . , n − 1}; if I(C) is generated by quadrics, then 2mi = mj + µml,
where j, l ∈ {1, . . . , n} \ {i} and µ ∈ {0, 1}.
Proof. Set w ∈ Z+ the minimum integer such that f := xwi −
∏
j∈{1,...,n+1}
j 6=i
x
αj
j ∈ I(C) for some
α1, . . . , αi−1, αi+1, . . . , αn+1 ∈ N. It turns out that there exists a minimal set of generators of I(C)
containing f (see, e.g., [2, Lemma 3.1.(b)]); hence, f is a quadric. This implies that f = x2i −xjxl
for some j ∈ {1, . . . , n} \ {i}, l ∈ {1, . . . , n + 1} \ {i}. Thus we conclude that 2mi = mj if
k = n+ 1, or 2mi = mj +ml otherwise.

Proof of Theorem 4.1. (⇒) Since I(C) is generated by quadrics, by Lemma 4.2 we get that 2m1 >
m2 and, thus, h = 1. Moreover, if n ≤ m1, then 2m1 6= mj for all j ∈ {1, . . . , n − 1} and
2m1 6= mj +ml for all j, l ∈ {2, . . . , n}, then again by Lemma 4.2 we derive that n > m1.
(⇐) We observe that m1 < · · · < mn is an arithmetic sequence, d = 1, and that α = ⌈m1/(n−
1)⌉+ d− 1 = 1. As a consequence, the Gröbner basis G in Theorem 2.2 only consists of quadrics
and we conclude that K[C] is a Koszul algebra. 
In the rest of this section we aim at listing all projective monomial curves C such that its corre-
sponding algebra K[C] is Koszul when n = 3 (Theorem 4.3) and n = 4 (Theorem 4.4).
Theorem 4.3. If n = 3 and gcd{m1, m2, m3} = 1; then, K[C] is a Koszul algebra if and only if
{m1, m2, m3} is {1, 2, 3}, {1, 2, 4} or {2, 3, 4}.
Theorem 4.4. If n = 4 and gcd{m1, m2, m3, m4} = 1; then, K[C] is a Koszul algebra if and only
if {m1, m2, m3, m4} is one of the following sequences
{1, 2, 3, 4}, {1, 2, 3, 5}, {1, 2, 3, 6}, {1, 2, 4, 6}, {1, 2, 4, 8}, {2, 3, 4, 5}, {2, 3, 4, 6},
{2, 3, 4, 8}, {2, 4, 5, 6}, {2, 4, 5, 8}, {3, 4, 5, 6}, {3, 4, 6, 8}, {4, 5, 6, 8} or {4, 6, 7, 8}.
To obtain these results we first introduce two lemmas concerning a new projective curve Cm,
defined for m < mn . More precisely, Cm is the projective monomial curve in Pn+1K parametrically
defined by
x1 = s
m1tmn−m1 , . . . , xn−1 = s
mn−1tmn−mn−1 , xn = s
mn , xn+1 = t
mn , y = smtmn−m,
we denote by I(Cm) ⊂ K[x1, . . . , xn+1, y] the vanishing ideal of Cm. We denote by Bm the integer
gcd{m1, . . . , mn}/ gcd{m1, . . . , mn, m}.
Lemma 4.5. Take d ∈ Z+ and set mi := 2i−1d for all i ∈ {1, . . . , n}; then, K[C] is a Koszul
algebra. Moreover, if Bm = 2 and 2m = mi +mj for some i, j ∈ {1 . . . , n}, then K[Cm] is also
a Koszul algebra.
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Proof. We have that mi/d = 2i−1 for all i ∈ {1, . . . , n}. Thus, by [2, Theorem 5.3 and Corollary
5.8], I(C) is a complete intersection and it is generated by quadrics, which implies that K[C] is
Koszul (see, e.g., [8, Corollary 8 and Theorem 10]).
We observe that Bm(m,mn − m) = 2(m,mn − m) = (mi, mn − mi) + (mj , mn − mj).
Therefore, by [2, Lemma 2.1 and Proposition 2.3], we get that I(Cm) = I(C) + 〈y2 − xixj〉 and
I(Cm) is also a complete intersection generated by quadrics, then K[Cm] is a Koszul algebra. 
Lemma 4.6. We set d := gcd{m1, . . . , mn}. If m1/d, . . . , mn/d are consecutive numbers, n >
m1, Bm = 2 and 2m = mi + µmj for some i, j ∈ {1, . . . , n} and µ ∈ {0, 1}, then K[Cm] is a
Koszul algebra.
Proof. By Theorem 4.1 and its proof, the Gröbner basis with respect to the degree reverse lex-
icographic order G provided by Theorem 2.2 consists of quadrics. Moreover, we observe that
Bm(m,mn−m) = 2(m,mn−m) = (mi, mn−mi)+(mj , mn−mj) if µ = 1 orBm(m,mn−m) =
2(m,mn −m) = (mi, mn −mi) + (0, mn) if µ = 0; thus by [2, Lemma 2.1 and Proposition 2.3]
we get that I(Cm) = I(C) + 〈y2− xixl〉, where l = j if µ = 1 or l = n+ 1 if µ = 0. Let us prove
that Gm := G ∪ {y2 − xixl} is a Gröbner basis for I(Cm) with respect to the monomial ordering
>y in K[x1, . . . , xn+1, y] given by:
∏n+1
i=1 x
αi
i y
α >y
∏n+1
i=1 x
βi
i y
β ⇐⇒
{
α > β, or
α = β and
∏n+1
i=1 x
αi
i >dp
∏n+1
i=1 x
βi
i ,
where >dp is the degree reverse lexicographic order in K[x1, . . . , xn+1]. Indeed we take f =∏n+1
i=1 x
αi
i y
α−
∏n+1
i=1 x
βi
i y
β ∈ I(Cm), where αi, α, βi, β ∈ N and suppose that in>y(f) =
∏n+1
i=1 x
αi
i y
α
,
we consider three different cases.
Case 1: If α = 0, then β = 0 and f =
∏n+1
i=1 x
αi
i −
∏n+1
i=1 x
βi
i ∈ I(C). Then there exist
g ∈ G ⊂ Gm such that in>y(g) = in>gr(g) | in>y(f).
Case 2: If α = 1, then β ∈ {0, 1}. If β = 1, then f/y =
∏n+1
i=1 x
αi
i −
∏n+1
i=1 x
βi
i ∈ I(C). Thus
there exists g ∈ G ⊂ Gm such that in>y(g) = in>dp(g) | in>dp(f/y) | in>y(f). If β = 0, then
f =
∏n+1
i=1 x
αi
i y −
∏n+1
i=1 x
βi
i ∈ I(Cm), and it follows that∑n+1
i=1 αi(mi, mn −mi) + (m,mn −m) =
∑n+1
i=1 βi(mi, mn −mi),
and then m ∈
∑
i∈{1,...,n}Zmi, which implies Bm = 1, a contradiction.
Case 3: If α ≥ 2, then in>y(y2 − xixj) = y2 | in>y(f).
Thus Gm = G ∪{y2−xixj} is a quadratic Gröbner basis of I(Cm) with respect to >y; therefore
K[Cm] is a Koszul algebra.

Proof of Theorem 4.3. (⇒) Since I(C) is generated by quadrics, by Lemma 4.2 we get that either
2m1 ∈ {m2, m3} and that 2m2 ∈ {m3, m1 +m3}. Since gcd{m1, m2, m3} = 1 we easily derive
that {m1, m2, m3} equals {1, 2, 4}, {1, 2, 3} or {2, 3, 4}.
(⇐) For {m1, m2, m3} = {1, 2, 4} then K[C] is Koszul by Lemma 4.5. If {m1, m2, m3} equals
{1, 2, 3} or {2, 3, 4}, we conclude that K[C] is Koszul by Theorem 4.1.

Proof of Theorem 4.4. (⇒) Since I(C) is generated by quadrics, by Lemma 4.2, we have that
2m1 ∈ {m2, m3, m4}, 2m2 ∈ {m3, m4, m1+m3, m1+m4} and that 2m3 ∈ {m4, m1+m4, m2+
m4}. A case by case analysis of all the possible values of 2m1, 2m2 and 2m3 together with the
fact that gcd{m1, m2, m3, m4} = 1 proves this implication.
(⇐) For {1, 2, 3, 4}, {2, 3, 4, 5} and {3, 4, 5, 6}, we get that K[C] is a Koszul algebra by Theorem
4.1. By Lemma 4.5, we get that K[C] is Koszul for the sets {1, 2, 4, 8}, {2, 4, 5, 8} and {2, 3, 4, 8}.
Moreover, for {1, 2, 4, 6}, {2, 4, 5, 6}, {2, 3, 4, 6}, {3, 4, 6, 8}, {4, 5, 6, 8} and {4, 6, 7, 8}we prove
the implication applying Lemma 4.6. Finally, for {1, 2, 3, 6} and {1, 2, 3, 5}, a direct computation
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yields that the Gröbner basis of I(C) with respect to the degree reverse lexicographic order is
formed by quadrics, so K[C] is Koszul as well.

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